ACTUARIAL SERVICES

CAPABILITY PROFILE

By utilizing a value driven, cost-efficient global solutioning approach, Xceedance Actuarial and Analytics Services are designed to align
with your goals. As your strategic advisor and trusted partner, we can handle the supervision of diverse actuarial and analytics tasks,
so you can focus more on creating value. Xceedance offers flexible, dynamic, and sustainable actuarial and analytics solutions that
empower you to address both your short-and long-term needs. Whether it comes in the form of advisory and consulting support or
staff and technology enablement, Xceedance has the right capabilities to help you achieve your goals.

OUR OFFERINGS
Enablement
Staff Enablement
›
›

Technology Enablement
›
›

Part Time Resources
Full Time Resources

Cloud based and local in-house solutions
Partner solutions

Advisory & Consulting
Pricing &
Growth Analytics
›
›
›
›
›
›

Business Planning
Product Launch
Product Maintenance
Price Monitoring
Profitability Studies
Rate Adequacy
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Reserving &
Claims Analytics
›
›
›
›

Quarterly Reserving
Regulatory Reporting
Loss Adjustment
Expense Studies
Claims Studies

Admitted
Market Management

Data Science
›
›
›
›

Growth Analytics
Predictive Model
Driven Pricing
Claims Analytics
Business Intelligence
Tools & Dashboard
Integration

›
›
›
›
›

State Filings
Regulatory Compliance
ISO Circular Monitoring
Bureau Monitoring
Statistical Plan Reporting

BOSTON, USA

LONDON, UK

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

+1 (617) 531-2158

+44 (0) 203 786 1225

+61 412 010 487
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AGILE CAPABILITIES
Operating in an ever-evolving world of risk, we understand an agile business plan is necessary to account for exposure changes to
your existing portfolio, as well as shifts in the underwriting cycle. Having enhanced insights into your distribution, pricing,
underwriting, claims, and combined ratio can be the edge you need to succeed. At Xceedance, we recognize there are many ways to
execute on your vision, and our actuarial and analytics capabilities are aligned to be dynamic — allowing us to support you in any
direction you take.

Business
Planning

Product
Development

Underwriting
& Distribution

Portfolio
Management

Claims
Management

Finance

Pricing & Growth Analytics
Reserving & Claims Analytics
Data Sciences
Admitted Market Management

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION
From brainstorming to executing on defined strategies and routine tasks, we help connect the dots between distribution, pricing,
underwriting, portfolio management, claims, and finance. Combined with global solutioning, the scope of Xceedance actuarial and
analytics capabilities provides a holistic service offering at an affordable price — so you can focus more on managing your business.

Strategic Partners
& Trusted Advisors

Results & Value Driven

Connected Strategies

More Time to
Manage Your Business

DELIVERING ADVISORY AND CONSULTING SERVICES
There are many ways to partner in achieving your goals. From expert support — available on demand for strategic discussions and to
provide short term lift — to consulting engagements when you need it, we design our statement of work in ways that ensures we’re
working towards achieving a common goal.
Advisory

Consulting

Outcome Driven
Advisory and Consulting

Flat Rate
Outcome Guarantee

Experts available to help with
your strategic
planning and execution

For more complex projects
and/or where specific
capabilities are needed

Aligns advisory and consulting
to achieving
a specific outcome

We’ll put skin in the game to
deliver on the
stated outcome

Achievement of Common Goal

